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To
The ED, Chief-ER
ONGC,
Negi Bhavan,
Dehradun,
Uttaranchal.

Respected Sir,

We are pleased to forward our minimum agenda points to be taken up in

the JCM, it is also requested that an early date may be decided i.e before

second week of March 2011, as certain issues have precipitated too long

which is staining the healthy atmosphere prevailing, but I am sure you

will not dispute with our perception that wage revision is not the only

union-management joint venture in rising the organizational stature.

Performance Related Pay:

The issue of PRP for non executives IS rolling into the fourth year, we

have discussed at length and have nearly reached a conclusion in our

last meeting but our C&MDs retirement and oil pipe leak in WOU

coincided and the meeting had to remain unfinished. The anguish among

non executives is having its repercussions on other issues like, "Leave

Encashment through LIC" the wide spread negative attitude is certainly

not healthy; hence we would like to draw your attention for an early

meeting in resolving the same.



Wage revision of Tenure and Contractual Employees:

It is already six months we have signed our wage revision when it was

agreed that meeting for wage revision of Tenure Employees and

Contractual employees will be called within month, such deviation on

commitments fractures the faith line, we wish that your authority may

please give due thought for not delaying it further.

Car loan and CMRE:

Car loan for class III & IV employees, as these is introduced and given in

other Public sector; keeping in mind the present wage revision has

substantially increased the repaying capacity of all employees.

80 also, proportionate increase in car loan to employees higher In the

ladder.

Housing Building Advance:

Recently enhanced HBA does not suffice to the prevailing market

conditions; please find enclosed a copy of recent agreemen t of RBI on the

above subject, even though our executives non- executives have better

repaying capacity our slabs are much lower this may please be reviewed

in negotiation with recognized collectives.

For second housing loan the criteria of selling of first flat may be

dispensed with.

Air entitlement:

The eligibility criteria may be continued on basic i.e. Rs.32000 / - as the

acceptance of cafeteria approach has largely reduced the umbrella,

moreover equating "8" category with ATs having Rs. 12000/- basic IS

certainly not healthy HR practice.



Job-link Test:

In course of our wage revision meetings, many of the job link allowance

were discontinued as they were obsolete and it was agreed that job-link

test for stenographers will be dispensed with, pending circular this is not

accepted at regional level, this also may be finalized in the J CM.

PRBS:

We understand that the agency appointed to reVIew our present PRBS

scheme has already submitted it proposal in line with DPE guidelines, an

initiation towards presentation and implementation of the same may

please done in this JCM.

Mobile and laptop Facility:

In line with executives scheme may be introduced for non executives,

approved amount for handsets be enhanced so also monthly billing

eligibility be raised as presently they are too paltry. Laptops may be

extended to all unionized category with internet facility.

"B"Type quarters:

It was discussed and agreed that as the concept of "A"type quarters does

not exist, "B" type quarters will be allotted to all employees, it was also

brought to esteemed authorities notice that existing "A"type quarters are

restructured and converted to "B" type quarters, you had confirmed that

circular to the effect will be released soon, the modalities of the same

may be finalized in the requested JCM.

Review of medical facilities:

After retirement dependent parents may be included for medical

facilities.

Ewe:
Forming of EWCs are long being discontinued, this may please be started

and its modalities may please be finalized in this JCM.



R&PMeetings:

We already had three meetings towards finalizing new R&P we wish this

may please be started taking decision in this JCM, so that changing

Nomenclature of designation can also be finalized as suggestions are

already collected an pending at your end.

Up gradation of employees:

A decision was taken and accordingly it was decided that all RTIs will

formulate sandwiched courses in co- ordination with ITI will be

conducted and successful candidates will be treated at par with Q3, and

accordingly will be upgraded, but things are moving very slow existing

class IV employees could have found themselves eligible in the present

ongoing recruitment for JATs.

Moreover a decision needs to be taken in upgrading existing employees

having Q3 Qualification with relaxations.

Fire retardant Overalls:

A decision may be taken dispensing with the same, all it problems are

already discussed during the course of our wage revision meetings, so

also we have cited the same separately in our letters, please find a copy

of the same.

Purchase of the safety Kits & Liveries may please be decentralized as

practiced before

Check Fare facility to FOs:

With the political turmoil in Telengana it is becoming very difficult for

FOs to reach their duty place in Vizag from Mumbai Region. Hence check

fare facility needs to be extended to FOs in the interest of the

organization.



Sahayog Trust:

A criteria was incorporated unilaterally that any contractual employee

seeking assistance from the said trust will have to with draw his name

from petitions filed for regularization, this was pursued by all collectives

that such conditions be dropped as it loses its meaning, this may be

finalized in this JCM.

Unnati prayas:

It was assured by our Ex-Chairman Mr. Subir Raha, to the successful

candidates acquiring 80% and more marks will be automatically

upgraded to El status a decision may be taken in the JCM to honour the

Induction of Departmental Candidates:

Departmental candidates appearing for any induction post be considered

for relaxation i.e. 50% marks in the eligible qualification as well as 50%

in the appearing written test, and their merit list be treated separately.

Resolving the above issues will go a long way in maintaining healthy

work atmosphere and multiplying more motivated work force.

(Pra eep ayekar)
General Secretary
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